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Pre-Loved Uniform 

 
Do you have any uniform you no longer need? 

 

Are you in need of some new uniform? 

 

We are setting up a pre-loved uniform sales platform. We are asking people to donate any 
uniform they no longer need, in a wearable condition, into one of our uniform collection 
boxes.  

 

We will then sort the clothes and catalogue what we have and then advertise this through our Facebook 
page (Smalley Richardson PTFA), for sale at £1 each. 

Anyone wishing to buy any of the uniform can then contact us via Facebook or via Jenny (Class R parent) 
on 07814 254984 to arrange collection from her (in Smalley, near school), and payment – cash on 
collection. 

The aim of this is to 1) prevent unwanted uniform going to waste; 2) help families out with pre-loved 
uniform at bargain prices; and 3) raise a few pennies for the PTFA to help fund equipment and fun events 
for the children at school. 

 

Our first collection will be during the Sports Days on Monday 12th and Wednesday 14th July, where we will 
have a collection box out on the field. Please dig out any uniform that is no longer needed and pop it in the 
box, and we will sort and then put these up for sale. 

Smalley Childcare have also kindly agreed to have a collection box available at Smalley Pre-School during the 
summer holidays, from where they are running their holiday club. The box will be available during their working 
hours, Monday to Friday from 26th July to 27th August for donation of clothes only. 
 
 
Thank you! 
 
 
NB: We realise that plenty of people pass on their old uniform to friends and family and we don’t wish to stop this 
happening, so please just donate any clothes that don’t already have a new home to go to. 
 


